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Executive Summary
Purpose
To determine the adequacy of the Division of Housing and Community Renewal’s oversight and 
monitoring of certain New York City Housing Authority projects funded through the Public Housing 
Modernization Program (Program). In addition, the audit determined whether Program-funded 
projects were completed as planned, and whether selected Program expenditures were justified 
and adequately supported.  Our audit period was January 1, 2010 through February 25, 2015.  

Background
New York State Homes and Community Renewal (HCR) is an umbrella entity consisting of all 
the State’s major housing and community renewal agencies, including the Division of Housing 
and Community Renewal (DHCR) and the Housing Trust Fund Corporation (HTFC). DHCR is 
responsible for the supervision, maintenance, and development of affordable low- and moderate-
income housing in New York State. HTFC provides loans and grants to finance the construction, 
development, revitalization, and preservation of affordable housing. DHCR’s Public Housing 
Modernization Program provides grants to public housing authorities to be used for major repairs, 
such as replacing or repairing roofs; improving heating, plumbing, and ventilation systems; and 
renovating elevators.  DHCR is responsible for overseeing the Program, while HTFC disburses the 
Program funds.  Since inception in 1980, about $308 million in state funding has been awarded to 
31 public housing authorities through the Program. Of that amount, $142.4 million was allocated 
for projects managed by the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA). 

In February 2010, DHCR and NYCHA entered into an agreement, called the “Omnibus Amendment 
to the Public Housing Modernization Contracts” (Omnibus Amendment). The Omnibus 
Amendment committed $42 million of NYCHA’s Program monies to NYCHA’s Marlboro Houses 
project (Marlboro) for roof replacement, masonry, brickwork, and facade and balcony repairs.  
Further, an additional $8.2 million was intended for certain non-Marlboro capital projects.  At the 
time of the Omnibus Amendment, DHCR had approved Program funding for 77 NYCHA projects. 

Key Findings
• DHCR’s monitoring of NYCHA’s Program-funded projects was weak.  At the outset of our audit, 

DHCR officials did not have accurate and up-to-date management information regarding 
the status of NYCHA’s projects. The information officials provided was dated February 2010.  
Specifically, five projects (totaling about $4.6 million) were not yet finished, although DHCR 
officials indicated that they were complete. In addition, eight of the ten projects officials listed 
as incomplete were, in fact, finished.

• DHCR officials paid $6.8 million for a change order for Marlboro that was not adequately 
supported. Neither DHCR nor NYCHA officials could provide details of the change order charges.  
Further, the change order brought the total funding allocation for the project ($45.2 million) to 
$3.2 million more than its original approved amount. As a result, funds designated for other 
projects had to be re-allocated to this project.  NYCHA approved another change order (for 
$977,500) for work not within the scope of the original contract, which should have been 
competitively procured.
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• DHCR did not have formal timeframes for awarding a contract once funding was approved. For 
most of the projects we reviewed, NYCHA took between 1 year and 9 months to 4 years and 7 
months (and in one case 9 years and 9 months) just to award the contracts. This likely precluded 
project completion in the timeliest manner. 

Key Recommendations
• Improve project monitoring of State-funded NYCHA housing programs. In particular, ensure 

that project status information is up-to-date and accurate.  
• Work with NYCHA officials to develop action plans to help ensure unfinished projects are 

completed on time.   
• Instruct NYCHA to require contractors to sufficiently detail and justify the basis for all change 

orders, including the related costs.   
• Establish timeframes for NYCHA and other funding recipients to award project contracts.  

Other Related Audits/ Reports of Interest
New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development: Administration of the 
Article 8-A Loan Program (2013-N-4)
Division of Housing and Community Renewal: Housing Preference for Disabled Veterans (2010-
S-42)

http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093014/13n4.pdf
http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093014/13n4.pdf
http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093011/10s42.pdf
http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093011/10s42.pdf
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State of New York
Office of the State Comptroller

Division of State Government Accountability

August 26, 2015

Mr. James S. Rubin
Commissioner/Chief Executive Officer
NYS Homes and Community Renewal
Hampton Plaza
38-40 State Street
Albany, NY  12207

Dear Mr. Rubin:

The Office of the State Comptroller is committed to providing accountability for tax dollars spent to 
support government-funded services and operations.  The Comptroller oversees the fiscal affairs 
of State agencies, public authorities, and local government agencies, as well as their compliance 
with relevant statutes and their observance of good business practices.  This fiscal oversight is 
accomplished, in part, through our audits, which identify opportunities for improving operations.  
Audits can also identify strategies for reducing costs and strengthening controls that are intended 
to safeguard assets.

Following is a report of our audit of the Division of Housing and Community Renewal entitled 
Oversight and Monitoring of the Public Housing Modernization Program at the New York City 
Housing Authority.  This audit was performed pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set 
forth in Article V, Section 1 of the State Constitution, and Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance 
Law.

This audit’s results and recommendations are resources for you to use in effectively managing 
your operations and in meeting the expectations of taxpayers.  If you have any questions about 
this report, please feel free to contact us.

Respectfully submitted,

Office of the State Comptroller
Division of State Government Accountability
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State Government Accountability Contact Information:
Audit Director:  Frank Patone
Phone: (212) 417-5200 
Email: StateGovernmentAccountability@osc.state.ny.us
Address:

Office of the State Comptroller 
Division of State Government Accountability 
110 State Street, 11th Floor 
Albany, NY 12236

This report is also available on our website at: www.osc.state.ny.us 
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Background
New York State Homes and Community Renewal (HCR) is an umbrella entity consisting of all the 
State’s major housing and community renewal agencies and authorities, including the Division 
of Housing and Community Renewal (DHCR) and the Housing Trust Fund Corporation (HTFC). 
DHCR is responsible for the supervision, maintenance, and development of affordable low- and 
moderate-income housing in New York State. HTFC provides loans and grants to finance the 
construction, development, revitalization, and preservation of affordable housing for low-income 
individuals and families.  

The Public Housing Modernization Program (Program), administered by DHCR in conjunction 
with HTFC, provides grants to public housing authorities to be used for major repairs, such as 
replacing or repairing roofs; improving heating, plumbing, and ventilation systems; renovating 
elevators; modernizing bathrooms and kitchens; and replacing existing windows. Improvements 
to a housing development can also include masonry re-pointing and repair, upgrading of electrical 
systems, landscaping, lead testing, and asbestos abatement. DHCR is responsible for overseeing 
the Program, while HTFC disburses the Program funds.

Since the Program’s inception in 1980, approximately $308 million in state funding has been 
awarded to 31 public housing authorities to upgrade 57 housing developments with nearly 
19,918 qualifying apartments. Almost half of the Program funding ($142.4 million) was dedicated 
for improvements to be managed by the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA), the subject 
of this audit, which administers 334 public housing developments throughout the five boroughs 
of New York City. 

In March 2010, when NYCHA became part of the federal housing program, DHCR stopped providing 
Program funds to NYCHA. At that time, about $50.2 million in Program monies remained unused 
and represented almost eight years of Program funding for NYCHA. The funds were held in an 
interest-bearing account managed by HTFC.  These unspent Program funds related to projects 
that had not begun, were still in progress, or were completed under budget. 

In February 2010, DHCR and NYCHA entered into an agreement, called the “Omnibus Amendment 
to the Public Housing Modernization Contracts” (Omnibus Amendment). From the $50.2 million 
in available Program funding, the Omnibus Amendment committed $42 million to NYCHA’s 
Marlboro Houses project (Marlboro) for roof replacement, masonry, brickwork, and facade 
and balcony repairs. The remaining $8.2 million was intended for certain non-Marlboro capital 
projects.  At the time of the Omnibus Amendment, DHCR had approved Program funding for 77 
specific NYCHA projects. Per the Omnibus Amendment, NYCHA officials agreed to complete the 
77 projects. 
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Audit Findings and Recommendations
DHCR’s oversight and monitoring of NYCHA Program projects was weak. DHCR officials did not 
have accurate information regarding the status of NYCHA projects, particularly whether or not 
they were completed.  Further, the Marlboro project received $3.2 million more than its original 
allocation, thus reducing funding available for other projects. For that project, DHCR officials 
approved and paid multi-million-dollar change orders that: did not detail the work to be done; 
included work that appeared to be covered by the original contract; or was for non-contract work 
that should have been competitively bid. In addition, certain projects might have been completed 
in a more timely manner if not for the lengthy periods of time NYCHA took to award contracts.     

Accuracy of Project Status Data

The Omnibus Amendment obligated NYCHA to complete the 77 original projects that were funded 
(but not completed as of February 2010) and the new projects at Marlboro.  According to DHCR 
officials, as of February 2010, only 10 of the original 77 projects were not yet completed.  

To test the accuracy of DHCR’s project status data, we selected a sample of 25 projects (including 
15 from the 67 projects reportedly completed at the time of the Omnibus Amendment and the 
10 projects that DHCR officials told us were not completed).  As of February 2015, DHCR officials 
were able to provide us with documentation that only 12 of the 15 “completed” projects were 
actually finished. Officials acknowledged that two of the projects, in fact, had not been completed.  
Officials maintained that the remaining project was complete, although they could not find the 
files (paperwork) demonstrating that it was finished. The three projects in question were:

• $1.6 million for an electrical upgrade at the Chelsea Houses;
• $820,000 for the replacement of wooden closet doors at the Drew Houses; and
• $150,000 for play areas at Williams Plaza.

Also, while performing other audit work, we determined that two other projects (from the 67 
purportedly completed as of March 2010) were not yet finished. Specifically, the two projects 
were: 

• $1.8 million for electrical upgrades at Baychester Houses; and
• $250,000 for plumbing and related work at Independence Plaza.

Thus, we identified five projects (with funding allocations totaling $4.62 million) that were not 
completed, contrary to what DHCR officials reported to us.

We also determined that the “incomplete” status of several projects was wrong.  Of the 10 
projects that DHCR officials considered incomplete, in fact, 8 were complete by the end of our 
audit field work (March 2015).  Only two of the 10 were not complete by that date.  
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Without accurate status information, DHCR officials could not readily determine the extent to 
which certain NYCHA projects were complete (or incomplete), and they could not reliably project 
completion dates for projects that were not finished.  Consequently, we concluded that DHCR 
officials had limited ability to monitor such projects and ensure they were completed properly 
and on time.  

Further, several of the projects were and remain critical to residents’ health and safety. For 
example, the projects included building access/egress for the disabled, asbestos removal, elevator 
upgrades, and replacements of stairwell and utility room doors. Consequently, it is important that 
DHCR officials develop and maintain accurate project status data to help them effectively monitor 
project progress.

Extra Allocation for Marlboro Project Change Orders 

Pursuant to the Omnibus Amendment, no more than $42 million of the $50.2 million in unspent 
Program funds was to be allocated to NYCHA for work at Marlboro. However, the work at Marlboro 
actually totaled $45.2 million – or $3.2 million more than the amount originally allocated.  
Consequently, an additional $3.2 million of Program funds were allocated to Marlboro. Further, 
the increased allocation for Marlboro resulted in commensurate funding reductions (totaling $3.2 
million) for other housing developments that also needed repairs.  

Two vendors were awarded contracts for work at Marlboro. Navillus Contracting (Navillus) was 
awarded a $33.5 million contract for masonry repairs, roof replacement, and exterior balcony 
restoration, and Abax Incorporated (Abax) was awarded a $3.7 million contract to replace 
windows at five Marlboro buildings. These two awards totaled $37.2 million, or $4.8 million less 
than the $42 million originally allocated for Marlboro. However, after the approval and payment 
of several change orders, Navillus and Abax were paid a total of $45.2 million (including $40.5 
million for Navillus and $4.7 million for Abax), thus exceeding the $42 million originally allocated 
for Marlboro by $3.2 million. 

We reviewed a judgmental sample of 11 Navillus and four Abax change orders to determine 
whether the requested additional work and costs were justified and supported by the appropriate 
documentation. Based on payment requests from NYCHA to DHCR, we found that 10 of the 11 
Navillus change orders were justified and supported with appropriate documentation (e.g., 
architectural drawings, square footage calculations, material quantities). However, the remaining 
(and final) change order requested payment of nearly $6.8 million and brought the project’s total 
cost well beyond its initial allocation of $42 million.  

Moreover, the final change order did not include the justification and supporting documentation 
that accompanied the prior change orders. According to the change order, it was “required to 
compensate Navillus for the aggressive work schedule, additional work, increased field and 
project costs, and labor and materials escalation costs.”  However, there were no details provided 
for these cited factors and how the amount ($6.8 million) was calculated (See Exhibit).  Further, 
the original Navillus contract held the contractor to the approved contract amount for materials, 
supplies, and labor (i.e., there were no provisions for escalation costs), and the project was not 
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completed before the prescribed completion date. Consequently, it was unclear why NYCHA 
owed Navillus the additional $6.8 million.

We asked NYCHA officials why they approved the change order, and they provided a negotiated 
settlement between NYCHA and Navillus. According to the settlement, in October 2011, Navillus 
filed a “Notice of Claim” against NYCHA for $15.9 million. The Notice of Claim related to various 
change orders wherein Navillus claimed it performed extra work for which NYCHA had not made 
payment.  The claim was settled for $6.8 million.  We requested a copy of the Notice of Claim 
to determine the specific work in dispute; however, neither DHCR nor NYCHA could locate the 
requested document. Consequently, given the lack of detailed support for the $6.8 million charge, 
we question the propriety of a payment of such magnitude.   

The final change order from Abax (for $977,500) was to replace 340 windows at Building #5, a 
building not included in the scope of the original contract work. Instead of soliciting competitive 
bids for this work, NYCHA paid Abax $242,814 more than it paid for the window replacements in 
the other buildings covered by the contract, although the window replacements in Building #5 
were similar (in terms of the type and the quantity) as the replacements in the other buildings. 
Given the lack of a competitive procurement process and the unexplained increase in cost, we 
question the propriety of the $977,500 paid for the window work at Building #5.   

Timeliness of Project Contract Awards  

There was a wide range in the scope and complexity of the NYCHA projects funded under the 
Program. For example, one project was for an outdoor play area, while another was to replace 
hundreds of windows in a multi-building housing development. Many of the projects had health 
and safety implications, including elevator rehabilitations, electrical upgrades, and the installation 
of new hot water tanks. Thus, timely completion of such projects is very important.  In addition, 
material and labor costs can increase significantly over time, potentially reducing the amount 
and/or quality of work that can be performed relative to static project funding allocations.  In 
fact, the Consumer Price Index has risen over 20 percent in the last 10 years (or about 2 percent 
per year).  Thus, the values of the allocations (which generally remain constant) could materially 
erode over time, potentially reducing the scope of work that can be performed.  

Contracts between NYCHA and its vendors specified project completion dates (generally from 
one to three years), with which most NYCHA contractors complied. In contrast, the time frames 
in DHCR’s agreements with NYCHA were usually considerably longer, and generally allowed up to 
10 years for project completion. Each of the 20 DHCR-funded NYCHA projects we reviewed was 
completed near or within the prescribed contract timeframes.  

A further analysis of the 20 completed projects shows that, after project funding was approved, 
it generally took 2 to 6 years (and in one case 11 years) to complete projects. Further, in 13 of the 
20 cases, NYCHA took between 1 year and 9 months to 4 years and 7 months (and in one case 
9 years and 9 months) just to award the contracts.  Thus, for many of the selected projects, a 
majority of the time to complete them was attributable to the contract award process, and once 
contracts were awarded, construction progressed in a timely manner. There was no information 
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in the project files to explain the amount of time it took to award the contracts, nor could NYCHA 
officials provide reasons for the time taken.

The funding contracts between DHCR and NYCHA do not prescribe timeframes for awarding 
contracts. We believe that the use of formal timeframes for contract awards could help reduce 
the time NYCHA takes to award contracts and thus complete projects. As noted previously, given 
the projects’ importance to residents’ health and safety, DHCR officials should strive to ensure 
that projects are completed in the timeliest manner. 

Recommendations

1. Improve project monitoring of State-funded NYCHA housing programs. In particular, ensure 
that projects’ status information is up-to-date and accurate.

2. Work with NYCHA officials to develop action plans to help ensure unfinished projects are 
completed on time. Place emphasis on projects that are significantly behind schedule. 

3. Instruct NYCHA to require contractors to provide sufficient detail to justify change orders, 
including the related costs.   

4. Instruct NYCHA to solicit bids when proposed change order work is outside of the scope of the 
original contract.  

5. Establish timeframes for NYCHA and other funding recipients to award project contracts.  When 
timeframes cannot be met, require recipients to document the reasons why.   

Audit Scope and Methodology
The objective of this audit was to assess the DHCR’s oversight and monitoring of certain 
NYCHA projects funded through the Modernization Program. In addition, the audit determined 
whether Program-funded projects were completed as planned, and whether selected Program 
expenditures were justified and adequately supported.  Our audit period was January 1, 2010 
through February 25, 2015.

To accomplish our objectives and assess related internal controls, we interviewed officials and 
staff from DHCR, HTFC, and NYCHA. We reviewed pertinent contracts and policies, including 
the Omnibus Amendment between DHCR and NYCHA. We obtained and reviewed the unspent 
balance reports from HTFC and the list of 77 NYCHA modernization projects that were allocated 
Program funds. 

We reviewed the contracts between NYCHA and two vendors (Navillus and Abax) that performed 
work at Marlboro under the Omnibus Amendment. We also reviewed the payments from DHCR 
to NYCHA for those contracts, as well as payments to the contractors, change orders, completion 
reports, and final inspection reports. We reviewed the support for a sample of the larger 
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reimbursements DHCR made to NYCHA for change orders pertaining to work at Marlboro. In 
addition, we reviewed the completion status for a judgmental sample of projects funded by the 
Program. We performed site visits to a sample of the funded projects to observe the work that 
was done. 

We conducted our performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. These standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on 
our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our 
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

In addition to being the State Auditor, the Comptroller performs certain other constitutionally and 
statutorily mandated duties as the chief fiscal officer of New York State. These include operating 
the State’s accounting system; preparing the State’s financial statements; and approving State 
contracts, refunds, and other payments. In addition, the Comptroller appoints members to 
certain boards, commissions, and public authorities, some of whom have minority voting rights. 
These duties may be considered management functions for purposes of evaluating organizational 
independence under generally accepted government auditing standards. In our opinion, these 
management functions do not affect our ability to conduct independent audits of program 
performance.

Authority 
The audit was performed pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article V, 
Section 1 of the State Constitution and Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance Law. 

Reporting Requirements
We provided a draft copy of our report to DHCR officials for their review and formal comment. 
Their comments were considered in preparing this report and are attached in their entirety at 
the end of the report.  In their response, DHCR officials fundamentally concur with four of our 
report’s five recommendations and indicate that certain actions have been and/or will be taken 
to address the recommendations they concur with.  However, officials also disagree with several 
of our report’s observations and conclusions. Our rejoinders to certain DHCR comments are 
included in the report’s State Comptroller’s Comments. 

Within 90 days after final release of this report, as required by Section 170 of the Executive 
Law, the Commissioner of New York State Homes and Community Renewal shall report to the 
Governor, the State Comptroller, and the leaders of the Legislative and fiscal committees, advising 
what steps were taken to implement the recommendations contained herein, and where the 
recommendations were not implemented, the reasons why.
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Exhibit
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Agency Comments
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State Comptroller’s Comments
1. As noted in the report, we performed our audit in accordance with generally accepted 

government auditing standards, which require a review of sufficient appropriate evidence 
to formulate a basis for our findings and conclusions. Consequently, we did not ignore or 
mischaracterize any evidence provided to us during the audit.  In addition, we developed 
a sufficient knowledge and understanding of NYCHA’s 2010 federalization as well as the 
Omnibus Agreement to perform our audit.  

2. NYCHA’s use of ARRA (federal) funding was not within the scope of this audit, and 
therefore, we did not comment on it.  The ARRA program had unique requirements, and 
our audit was limited to the State-funded PHM program.  Moreover, it is unclear why the 
exclusion of ARRA funding from our audit was “misleading” with respect to our audit of 
the State-funded PHM program.  

3. We did not depart from our standard reporting protocols or diminish DHCR’s ability to 
review and respond to the draft audit report. In fact, consistent with OSC’s standard 
procedures, we discussed our audit observations with DHCR officials. We then provided 
DHCR officials with written preliminary audit findings (or “Exception Reports”) and 
requested officials to comment on them.  Further, we held an exit conference with DHCR 
to finalize any open issues and provide additional opportunity for comment or supporting 
evidence. Finally, we granted DHCR an additional week to formally respond to the draft 
audit report.  In addition, the “third preliminary” finding cited by DHCR did not pertain to 
this audit.

4. We did not mischaracterize or discount evidence provided by DHCR.  Also, see Comment 
#1.   

5. We do not dispute the existence of DHCR’s written policies and procedures for monitoring 
PHM work, nor do we question the benefits of field visits and interim inspections by 
architects and engineers.  However, unless they are adequately documented, such visits 
and inspections are of limited value, and further, there are questions as to the extent to 
which they actually occurred.  

6. We maintain that our report accurately details deficiencies in the project management 
status data (from February 2010) that DHCR officials provided to OSC audit staff.  Moreover, 
DHCR does not explain how Federal project funding impacted the categorization (status) 
of State-funded projects as either complete or incomplete.  

7. DHCR’s comments illustrate our audit’s concerns.  If DHCR had more current and accurate 
project status data as of October 2014, we question why such data was not provided to 
us at that time.  Moreover, there is considerable risk that the revised project status data 
provided in March 2015 (noting that 8 of the 10 selected projects were complete) was in 
response to our preliminary findings issued in 2014 (which noted that 8 of the same 10 
projects were incomplete).       

8. We acknowledge that DHCR officials provided the referenced documents to us, and we 
reviewed and considered those documents in making our observations and conclusions. 
Based on our review of those documents (particularly the change order itself), we 
concluded that the documentation lacked specific details of how the $6.8 million was 
calculated, as stated in the report.   Further, as also stated in the report, DHCR officials were 
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unable to provide auditors with the original Notice of Claim, which might have detailed 
the amount NYCHA owed the vendor.  Moreover, as acknowledged subsequently by DHCR 
in its response to the draft report, officials did not insist on receiving and reviewing the 
standard details of the change order in question.    

9. We revised pertinent language in our report to note that the $6.8 million change order for 
Marlboro was not adequately supported. 

10. Given the magnitude ($6.8 million) of the payment in question, we maintain that DHCR 
should have received and carefully reviewed the standard details of the change order. 
Further, it is speculative to suggest that a review of such details would likely result in a 
drawn-out litigation.   The details would have clarified the issue and helped ensure the 
propriety of the amount paid.   

11. Given the magnitude ($6.8 million) of the payment in question and DHCR’s acknowledgment 
that officials did not receive and review standard change order details, we maintain that 
the recommendation is appropriate.  Further, we commend DHCR for examining its 
review process to better prepare for and identify mitigating actions for any similar future 
occurrence. 

12. Nevertheless, PHM funding had to be re-directed from other projects, leaving them with 
less PHM funding than otherwise would have been available without the additional $3.2 
million allocation to Marlboro. Further, the replacement funds could have been used for 
other purposes if not required to supplant the PHM funding re-directed to Marlboro.   

13. If conditions (i.e., asbestos) at Building #5 did not exist at the other buildings that 
were previously worked on, then the nature and scope of the work at Building #5 was 
significantly different from the work performed at the other buildings. Thus, we maintain 
the work at Building #5 (which initially did not include window replacement, the work at 
the other buildings) should have been competitively bid. Further, the fact that PHM funds 
were used to reinstall the original windows and then replace them shortly thereafter is 
indicative of rather questionable project planning.  Hence, there is considerable risk that 
a material portion of the additional $242,814 required for the work at Building #5 was 
wasted.   

14. The inability to award contracts timely should not be used as a justification to forgo 
competitive bidding where and when it is otherwise appropriate or required.      

15. DHCR provided no formal analysis to demonstrate that the contract delays noted in 
our report were often attributable to the passage of multiple funding allocation cycles, 
necessary to obtain sufficient levels of funding for specific projects. We acknowledge that 
an additional funding allocation of $3.2 million was made to the Marlboro project, as 
noted in the report.  However, it is unclear that the remaining PHM projects (which were 
generally much smaller in scale and cost than Marlboro) often required multiple allocation 
cycles to obtain sufficient funding.  

16. We did not overlook any documentation provided to us by DHCR or NYCHA officials 
during the audit.  Moreover, officials provided no formal analysis or other evidence to 
indicate that contract awards were consistently delayed due to the routine need for the 
reallocation of project funds. 
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